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1.0 Preface
‘For the things which are seen are temporal, but the things which are not seen are
eternal’, 2nd Corinthians 4:18.

Idol worshiping is anything that does not offer the praise to the living God Almighty and
respect His principles. Only the creator deserves worship and it must be performed in
our spiritual system because God is Holy Spirit. Spiritual system is the characteristic
system (involved with thoughts to feelings or emotions) and all our feelings are either
coupled to purity or impurity. The true God is Holy of Holy; He is the purest of pure
(Exodus 19:10‐12, 15, 22, 23). Being the Father of all the creatures, God must be
worshiped and He has made it very clear that He does not share this honor with any
one; and there is no other God except Him (Isaiah 45:21, 22). Whether we accept or not,
there is no one, who can question His supreme authority over any thing that has been
created; because He is the only creator of all the things, which are either existing or not
existing.

Today, we see the idol worshiping in different forms that are being practiced all over the
earth. Most of us do not have the required clarity about our religious practices; some
may just follow the age old historical Vedic stories that do not have any basis for life
creation; others may think that their wicked behaviors are not part of the idol worship.
We, therefore have various categories of idol worshiping with multiple personalities and
theories.
WHAT ARE THE REASONS FOR HUMANS TO DEVELOP THESE KINDS OF STATES OF MINDS?


The seed for Idol worshiping was formed in the Garden of Eden on the earth
when the first woman acknowledged the theory proposed by God’s enemy and
took a decision to keep her on par with the creator of every thing.



Idol means an image; Eve the first woman wanted to develop an image for her in
the society (off‐spring) that she and her husband would be soon creating;
remember before this incident took place, the first man and woman were
blessed and given the authority and dominion by God Almighty to rule the earth
and its creatures; they had received the right to possess the materials of the
earth.



They were eating the fruit of life to live forever in the physical body and this fruit
was made accessible to them until they show the faith on God’s word



Now a gentleman (devil) came to the woman and preached her a different
theory, which questioned God’s authority over their life; he also seeded in her
mind that how she could lead a proud life with God given blessing without God.



What do we say about this guy? He knew that man and woman were created by
God, the Father of heaven and the universe; he knew that he was not authorized
to preach a different life theory because he had no business on the physical
world, earth (he was a spiritual creature); he knew that all the creatures must
worship the creator, not themselves or any other creatures; he knew that God
would certainly bring the righteous judgment, if a creature does not obey His
principles; he knew that he had no potential to create any new creature or save
the existing creatures as God Almighty does; he knew his final destination (hell
of fire) and destined objective (living in darkness).

Ladies and gentlemen, the origin of idol (giving shape to a thought) that is to create an
image by a creature had started with this guy, who was then called Lucifer, the arch
angle responsible for conducting the worship and service to the creator. He had created
an image for himself to be worshiped, a virtual feeling, a state of being proud, and a
virtual authority to receive the praises from the fellow angelic creatures. Thus he had
become an enemy (Satan) to God.

Humans’ trouble is all about who they worship.


Creation of image means to process a thought or information in the mind; since
Lucifer was anointed with the spirit of wisdom and knowledge, glory and majesty,

he might have thought that he had everything in his treasure and therefore had
every right to command the fellow creatures as he wanted; also he did not have
fear to respect and obey God, the creator of everything. The moment he had
created this thought and was living with it in heavenly places; no one could
notice it other than God; because God is the only personality in the universe,
who has the potential to read every body’s mind and heart; hence God read
Lucifer’s mind and wanted to throw him into gutter (hell) righteously. This is the
genesis of idol worshiping in the entire universe.


The logic behind this episode was that Lucifer was a creature but anointed with
the special blessings to perform his duties to God; now he had developed an
image for himself in his mind that was ‘Self centered’ not ‘God centered’. More
over this image was created to project him with a self‐pride for which he did not
possess either the qualities or potentials.



We must understand here a point that Lucifer had misused his blessings; only
God can read the minds of His creatures; He did not offer this to anybody, other
than His Son, our savior Jesus Christ. When God had pointed out this
objectionable thought Lucifer simply lied in front of other angels. Remember
angels also could not read this gentle man’s mind. So he wanted to survive on his
lies; thus become the father of lies (John 8:44).



The point of discussion here is that the idol worshiping had begun with a liar,
who created an image for him to be worshiped. However he did not have the
potential to create the required creatures, so that they would worship him;
therefore he decided to destroy everything that God had created on this planet
earth and as well as in heavenly places.

‘Idol worshiping is the way to possess the feeling of self‐pride
and sharing something with someone or receiving that does
not belong to him/ or her’.



Satan had nothing to offer for the humans except the self‐pride, lies and
rebellious mind; thus today humans are happy doing such things that are against
the righteousness of God; and they reject the truth by telling that it is bitter.
Friends let us understand that truth is love, so it is sweeter than honey.



Idol worshiping is practiced in a virtual environment; it means that doing the
worship in an illegitimate situation. Worship must be performed in the spiritual
system because the true God is a spiritual personality. No earthly substances
(living or non‐living) must be employed to represent God in any form, either
eatable (food related) or thinkable (any shape). Offerings are different from
worshiping.



God does not like humans worshiping stars, sun and moon including the nature,
which He has created for us to learn about the time and seasons.

WHY DO WE THINK THAT WE NEED TO DEVELOP FEAR ABOUT GOD?
God Almighty is a peace loving personality and there is absolutely no necessity to create
an environment to have God fearing feelings. If we totally go against God and His
principles then only one must develop a fear about Him because His judgment is
inevitable (Genesis 3:10). Otherwise our job is just to praise Him to receive His blessing.
Remember humans are not created to commit mistakes; God’s grace always
accommodates any sinner (whose behavior is sometime against the principles of God);
God fearing is required to follow God’s principles in real life (in action) not merely
speaking His words.

God hates Idol worshiping because He is eternal living kind.
‘They have no knowledge who carry about in religious processions or into battle their
wooden idols and keep on praying to a god that cannot save’, Isaiah 45:20.

The above verse tells us that we need not develop any theory on God; only we require
learning His wisdom and knowledge. The spiritual life is either God centered or self
centered. It is not a religion; it is a relationship between a human and the living God.

The God centered spiritual life is bonded with the true living God, following His
principles and commands. On the other hand the self‐centered spiritual life has got
many forms, namely


False worship,



No God philosophy,



A fleshy sinful life (life against the spiritual system).

Dear brothers and sisters, it is time to think that what we sow today that shall we reap
on God’s day. No one can escape from the righteous judgment of God (I Peter 1:17).
Thus, this article makes a sincere attempt to bring out the facts and clarifications on our
practices, which may help us to reassess our thought life (Spiritual System).

2.0 Worshiping solid shapes
Solid shapes are the incarnation of some philosophical or historical personalities. As
there is only one God, who is the creator of the universe and responsible for all the
creations, He has no shape and does not like to have also one; because He is omni
potential, the source of life, the consuming spiritual personality, who wears light, the
fundamental energy as the dress and He is the only one who could read the minds and
hearts of all the creatures through His wisdom (Holy Spirit). God has created the
humans in His image (Soul and Spirit) to produce His likeness (Characters). Therefore,
we must understand that we have got a spiritual system that is eternal. However, the
other creatures (animals, birds and fishes) are perishable ones; their spirits will be
collected back and kept in different place.
You hide your face, they are troubled; you take away their breath, they die and return
to their dust. You send forth Your Spirit they are created (Psalms 104:29‐30).

In contrast, God has made a communication link to every human for directly accessing
Him through the eternal spiritual system. Indeed He wants to receive every one of us
back into His Kingdom.

Then we must ask ourselves a question; where is the need to visualize this living God
through some solid shapes?
Indeed there is no family structure (physical relations like husband, wife, aunty, uncle
and children) exists in the heavenly places (Spiritual world). God is the creator of all the
sons of heavenly system i.e. all the angels are directly created by Him through His Son
(Colossians 1:16). They (angelic creatures) do not possess any physical body like us but
has got a heavenly living system, in which there is no physical infectious feeling.
IS

IT WISE TO THINK THAT MAN AND WOMAN AS OUR LIFE CREATORS OF THIS PLANET

EARTH?

If someone feels so and will say yes, it is possible, then the follow up question is that
why we then are still digging out only the same earth for new substances, new
information; and also planning to reach out to other planets, for which we are no where
related or connected.

WHO ARE WE? WHO HAVE GIVEN US THE AUTHORITY TO DO SUCH THINGS?

‘Though you mount on high as the eagle and though you set your nest among the stars,
I will bring you down from there, says the Lord’, Obadiah 1:4.

Satan and his demons were not permitted by God to directly or explicitly reveal
themselves to humans. Satan took advantage of humans being isolated from God the
Father. We are separated and isolated by this very same fellow as his victims (prey) due
to our disobedience. God is the respecter of principles; when His earthly Children (man
and woman) did not like to follow His principles, He had sent them out of His Kingdom
(Garden of Eden) but with a protective plan (Salvation) to bring them back in to His
kingdom after they learn good and bad themselves.

The worshiper must possess only good characteristics to worship
and serve the good God.

God knows the good and bad part of Satan and his demons (fallen angels); when
humans chose to learn about them, He had permitted them to do so. Behold we have
made every thing into mess and unable to come out of the bondages of Satan. Since
Satan and his demons could not offer any spiritual energy (wisdom and knowledge) and
also reveal their personalities, they had developed many fascinating desires, stories and
images, centering on men and women, animals, birds, fishes including plants and nature.
Fear is the basis for all such theories; if we ask the majority, they would say worshiping
the solid shape is to have the fear for God. God did not create humans to develop fear
about Him, but to have a loving and kind relation with Him. Man and woman were
worshiping God in the Garden of Eden without fear until they had committed sin. Fear
belongs to Satan and his demons because they have been already judged and know
their fate and destination.

‘They lavish gold out of the cup or bag, weigh out silver on the scales, and hire a
goldsmith, and he fashions it into a god then they fall down, yes, they worship it. They
bear it upon their shoulders; they carry it and set it down in its place, and there it
stands. It cannot move from its place. Even if one cries to it for help, yet the solid
shapes (idol) cannot answer or save him out of his distresses. Earnestly remember this,
be ashamed and own yourselves guilty; bring it again to mind and lay it to heart, O
you rebels’, God says; Isaiah 46:6‐8.

The incarnations, philosophies are all Satan’s imaginations to bring just the fearness in
the minds of humans. He is being a non‐consuming spiritual personality cannot perform
either miracles or blessing to any human because we are his enemies.
The thief does not come except to steal, and to kill, and to destroy (John 10:10).
Satan brings lots of physical sufferings in our life; by learning good and bad, we develop
mostly the desires of Satan and lead a troubled life. Therefore, our spiritual system is
either inactive or dead, if we do not turn to the true living God and worship Him.

Satan effectively employs the virtual potentials in order to satisfy his followers to
succeed in their life mission (dominating/or destroying fellow humans). Following are
the few talents he used to suggest his disciples;


Selfishness



Cunningness



Crookedness



Proudness

But his ultimate aim is to destroy the spiritual system in them that is eternal.

The idol worshipers efficiently implement these potentials; carefully nurture them in
their minds to rule the fellow humans for meeting their evil desires. Remember God
Almighty did not give any authority to man and woman to rule over their off‐spring. It
was Satan, who introduced this corruptive thought into the mind of first woman; thus
he had honored her as the mother of earth and crowned her as goddess in different
forms (shapes).
 Where there is no peace,
 Where there is no sanctity,
 Where there is no love,
 Where there is only division and indiscipline in the society,
 Where there is only human suppression,
 Where there is suffering, looting, killing, dishonesty etc,
There exists only a false worship. It may be bitter but is a fact.
‘And all her (Satan) carved images shall be broken into pieces and all her hires shall be
burnt with fire and her idols will be laid waste’, Micah 1:7.
‘What profit is the graven image when its maker has formed it? It is only a molten
image and a teacher of lies (Satan is the father of lies). For the maker who trusts in his
own creations as his gods when he makes dumb idols. Woe to him who says to
wooden image, Awake! And to the dumb stone, Arise, teach! Behold, it is laid over
with gold and silver and there is no breath at all inside it!

But the Lord is in His Holy temple; let all the earth hush and keep silence before Him’,
Habakkuk 2:18‐20.

A false worship may consist one or more of the following:


The carved shape(s) of imagination(s) of some physical creature(s)



Fascinated philosophies and twisted stories of centuries old; because present
day world is least bothered to learn about the truth; either they have no time or
less interest



Humans believe such historical stories for mainly one reason; that is when they
learn some story about their handmade gods having many wives, not telling
truth, involved in sexual immoral acts, fighting for lands and dividing the society
for selfishness, then the people are happy because they have been in total
alignment (agreement) with their handmade gods



Application of virtual or physical potentials to dominate the fellow humans



Practicing separatism to have special societal status



Exploiting the holy spiritual system (soul and spirit) to develop the excited
physical feelings



Wrongly motivated offerings from physical body and prayer requests to curse
others



Illegal religious practices with some justifications



Accepting Satanic dominion over their spiritual systems

When the first woman and man had decided a life without God’s guidance, Satan
exploited their innocent nature. And the devil had influenced the humans to write about
their own life stories, proceedings and teach them to their off‐spring; indeed forced
them (stubborn mind/stone heart) to develop strong ethnic desires on their cultures,
languages etc. Heroes and heroines were born and died and later they were projected
as gods and goddesses. Many nations have such heroic personalities; the tragedy in this
whole execution is that Satan has cleverly introduced some information of heavenly

system in twisted form; for example, there is heaven, angels, demons, hell and multiple
births etc. It is time to ask the following questions and seek answers from our heart
where the spirit of life dwells.


How does death have come to human?



Which is the life center in a human: flesh or spirit?



How does a spiritual personality (good or bad) interact with a human?



What was the purpose of human creation on the planet earth?



Why were man and woman created as matured not as children?



Can a human speak to God? If yes how?



What was the foundation on which human life started: love or fear?



Why God did not give authority to man and woman to rule their off‐spring?



Can human(s) histories be treated as spiritual messages?
a) If claims are made; are they talking about peace or chaos?
b) Are they talking about sanctity and love?
c) Do they clearly define one God, who is creator, protector and provider?
d) Do they preach integrity or division in the society?
e) Can parents/ or ancestors be treated as gods and goddesses by their
children?
f) Can a word in such so called Scriptures perform any spiritual action?

God has performed all the creations through His words that are incorruptible. He has
promised in faith that they would perform forever whoever believes and practice them.
False worship leads to destruction; and the destination is the same place where the
gentleman (Satan) liar would be dumped (Lake of eternal fire). A man, alone or in group
should not separate himself or others to develop his or their own ideologies that are
human motivated. Unfortunately Satan to achieve his selfish motivation had forced the
humans to go against God at Babel (present day Iraq) where one language system got
separated into multiple, which had brought the birth of many nations; thus diversity
remains in the society until the present physical system based life goes on. But still

God has united every one of us through His Son Jesus Christ, who had shed His priceless
life on the cross for that holy mission.

Unity is promised in the blood of Christ Jesus to all.
Jesus Christ has set a single path, in which there is no language, caste, religion and color
as barrier. The true Children of Christ only have to show the sacrificial love (love of
cross) even to those who hate them and curse them. It is not a conversion to any
religion. Jesus did not come to start any religion; He solely came to give His life so that
God the father in heavens would forgive all of us for our sins and iniquities in Jesus name.
God has accepted the blood of Jesus Christ as the means to wash off all our sins once for
all (Salvation); He wants us to stay in His principles till our last breath. The salvation does
not help (save) someone, who continues to lead a sinful life even after accepting Jesus
as Christ (blessed Son of God); he/ or she will also be thrown into the hell of fire, if he/
or she does knowingly and consistently the same mistake against the principles of God.

The next section will discuss about such idol worshiping.

3.0 Worshiping sins
A sin may be practiced with a created image in the mind for which a fascinating thought
has been the origin (input).

Jesus Christ said that everyone who gazes at a woman to lust after her has committed
adultery with her already in his heart (Matthew 5:28).

Any unrighteous act is against the principles of God and is treated as sin. It does not
matter who does it. It means that those who indulge in wicked activities even though
may worship the living God but really serve only their lustful desires.
The smart generation of 21st century is much comfortable with digitizing information of
any process. In the present days, everyone will have to either employ or receive some
digital form of information or equipments.



Did God really expect humans to achieve this much progress in their thought
life?



What exactly bible says about this very fact of human intelligence?



Can this digital age be viewed as a potential period (Eve‐Satanic) to spoil the
thought life of humans irrespective of their age?

There are many such questions arise in our minds.
Everyone accepts that there is an advantage of using the digital techniques; comfort is
man’s hot desire but discomfort is a bi‐product in his every achievement; because
neither he is accompanied by God nor he follows God’s principles seriously. Since the
beginning of creation, humans are expected to perform mainly one duty that is to
worship the creator truthfully, who has breathed the spirit of life into them. But today
many of us worship our wealth, mightiness, muscle power, knowledge, or addictions
(sinful deeds).
Humans have gone beyond a reachable state; they are happy working with beyond
visual range by sending remote sensing satellites, getting connected wirelessly with
dears, destroying their enemies through hypersonic missiles etc. Humans are truly least
bothered about ‘Righteous Judgment’ of God; not all but many. However they utilize
everything in their life that the God Almighty has created (nature), including their breath.

We as humans, living on this planet earth demands justification because it belongs to
God and our spirit of life, the living system inside our physical body has come from God.
God has justified His stand points as follows.


God created humans as worshippers; gave them wisdom and knowledge;
authority to rule other creatures.



After their disobedience, He has still accommodated us through salvation
scheme, in which there is absolutely no need to pay any penalty except to
acknowledge that His Son Jesus Christ has died for our sins and accept Him as
our savior to receive the eternal life (in light).



God, since the creation has ensured seasons and associated climates, rains on
the earth, proper yields from the fields, fear about humans by other creatures,
winds from the four directions etc as natural blessing to everyone (Flesh).



He has kept prayer as a special blessing (Spiritual) to meet the specific demands
of everyone, every day, who truly seek after Him.

Salvation is the free gift that has been offered to earth (sinners world) by heavenly
Father through His Son Jesus Christ. Unfortunately, many intelligent humans do not like
to accept that they are wicked (sinners) by nature (birth) and also by their deeds. They
do not want to justify their stand; and are negligent about the fury of God; because they
can not see Him by their naked eyes. Satan and his demons have brought the humans to
this stage; now the intelligent humans are in a position to revert the teaching and
educate Satan in the following;


What is disobedience?



How to feel proud for nothing great is achieved?



Optimal solution for hiding the truth?



How to be a successful liar?



How to practice the hybrid spiritual theory through multiple personalities?



Globalization of authority over slavery?

How long these attitudes can go on?
Bible says that definitely there will be an end to all these unrighteous acts; the end time
to this sinful world only God the Father knows. It is therefore wise to clear our doubts
what the Scriptures say about worshiping sins (either digital form or analog form).
Digital sin is the image processing that will result in circuit functioning (action in flesh:
analog form).
3.1 Digital sin
A thought is information; it may be considered either corruptive or non‐corruptive; it
depends on how it has been received and who has provided that thought. Nevertheless,
thought is a digital data.

WHY DO WE SAY THAT THE THOUGHT IS DIGITAL INFORMATION?
A thought is coded information or simply a command (consists of words). An analog
circuit if designed and populated with proper circuit elements (electronic) that may also
develop the command signal(s) but involves material systems. On the other hand the
digital processing (coding the information) may take place continuously in a single
platform for any number of real time applications.
We normally use some fundamental forms for coding any information; for example
binary numbers 0, 1 are used in digital processing. Every characters (letters or
alphabets), numbers, pictures, images can be represented by these two numbers in
standard digital formats. Today we have successfully digitized information of Sciences,
business world, fun world etc. Digitization is the process of coding the information in
some fundamental format; when it is executed either in the platform (processor) or with
the help of analog system then it becomes encoded information, which executes an
intended action. Therefore an encoded command may be treated as a character of the
system.
Since a coded information is digital, unless it is executed nothing is visually seen
(simulation) or observed (practical). It is an efficient way of handling information to
receive, generate and execute the commands (words) to perform actions. God performs
through spiritual system (Holy Spirit); man performs in physical system (Heart + Brain +
Nerves) with the help of Godly system (Mind + Soul + Spirit) to apply physical force. The
commonality is the word. Therefore, according to the type of information (words), the
force is manifested. If a person is spiritual, obeying the true living God then he can
perform as like his father in heavens, releasing the spiritual force through God’s word.

God Almighty in His wisdom has efficiently coded and decoded all of His principles
through Holy Spirit (Spiritual personality of God) and other spiritual creatures (angels),
while creating the universe, multi‐polar systems (for example our Solar system is one
such family), planets, stars and various living creatures.
Broad classifications on His creations are,



Materialistic systems (non‐living),



Non‐materialistic systems (living creatures).

Under living systems, He has created,


Spiritual children (who live in heavens),



Physical children (humans),



Other creatures (birds/animals/fishes/plants etc).

In general, every creature on the earth has been coded with commands and the God
given spiritual energy (dynamic) is associated with them to execute those intended
commands to output physical actions. The Spirit of God (Holy Spirit) is the wisdom and
knowledge of God, who offered His guidance to humans at the time of creation for
them to have a blessed life. Therefore to perform the intended objectives or tasks, God
gave man and woman the required potentials (spiritual energy). Both spiritual children
(angels) and physical children (humans) were created as intelligent to perform the high
end tasks, namely worshiping and serving the creator.
When God created man and woman, He formed them from the dust of earth (first Adam
from the dust and Eve from Adam’s flesh and bone); but gave them His image and
likeness; therefore every human has got a spiritual system, which helps him/her to
receive any information and think on it (processing) for coding the received information
as commands. The first man (Adam) could read information of other creatures and had
successfully named every one of them (Genesis 2:20). This incident tells us that man was
made to think and process information; the mind of Adam had processed the behavioral
aspects of animals and birds, so that he could give appropriate names to them
accordingly. Another important aspect here we must realize was that Adam was an
anointed prince of the earth by God to participate in the creation along with his creator.
This was successfully done first with lower order creatures, namely birds, reptiles and
animals. Because it was intended that Adam along with Eve was assigned a task to
create worshipers for God. This exercise went on vein, the moment Adam and Eve
disobeyed God because Adam had lost the potential to perform like God.

According to Holy Scriptures (Genesis 2:19, 20) Adam used the wisdom and knowledge
of God as an operating system of the mind to examine the physical behavioral
information of other creatures. That’s why he had efficiently coded and decoded
information. God made a thorough observation on this intelligent system and found
Adam was good. An image processing exercise was thus perfectly demonstrated by the
designed human system in the presence of the creator. But we have no information
about the first woman (Eve), whether she had received any such training.

Therefore,


Image building is a process, for which a processor (mind) is provided in the
human system



The mind is to receive (read image), process (develop new image) and execute
(image) information; but needs an operating system



An operating system consists of defined protocols (a protocol is set of
commands or well defined procedures), which help to code and encode every
information to perform the desired tasks



The tasks may be virtual (digital output) or physical (analog output)



Digital output are virtual images (simulated) based on fascinating/pleasurable
information and analog output are the subsequent physical actions

The wisdom and knowledge of God was the operating system given to man and
woman to live and function according to the principles of God. They had lost this
blessing once they chose a physical life, in which the creator had no spiritual role
(Romans 8:8).

When the woman and the man chose to develop their own life principles (protocols),
God had denied the following.


Wisdom and knowledge (Holy Spirit)



Fruit of life to have physical eternity

The reason is very simple; they had aligned with a liar, who had already turned enemy
to his own master (God Almighty). Additionally,


Man should not exploit the wisdom and knowledge of God to develop
fascinating/pleasurable images, which are wicked and unrighteous using the
spiritual force; God has zero tolerance for sin (unrighteousness thought and act)



God wanted Adam as His prince of peace; but man chose to be an independent
ruler with a new philosopher whose interest was to destroy the humans on this
planet earth i.e. against the wishes of the creator; God knew this; so He had
announced a rescue plan (salvation), leaving man to temporarily go on his own
way



God told Adam in case if he would prefer to learn good and bad by himself then
he would positively die; thus man and woman had lost their physical eternity.

It means Adam became ineligible to receive any blessing from God because he and his
wife wanted to be god and goddess of the earth (Genesis 3:5, 22).
The man and woman had started their physical life without any proven principles of life;
they had really tough time to adopt themselves with good information and to avoid the
bad ones. The major problem what they had faced in the beginning and even today we
are encountering has been explained with the help of a figure (coupled human life).
Since humans have permitted God’s enemy to freely interact with their minds, they are
subjected to the influence of both kingdom of God (Good) and kingdom of darkness
(Bad). Satan was a former worship leader and the father of lies; therefore he has
cleverly twisted all the truthful information about God into fascinating stories that
would attract people easily with no problem to their sinful affairs. He does preach
about heavens (multi‐polar worlds) and hell and as well as rebirth, multiple birth,
incarnation and so on.

Words are thoughts; we are the thought centered systems. When our mind has become
a potential field to receive the words from both heavens and hell, really we need the
wisdom and knowledge to judge either to accept it or reject it.

God (Creator)

Heavens
Words

Characters



Flesh

Soul + Spirit

Characters

Human (Earth)

Words

Figure: Coupled human life

Hell
Satan (Destroyer)

The observatory knowledge we have got are basically developed by monitoring the
behaviors of nature, animals, birds and other creatures. Today man is keenly learning
through insects the knowledge that would help him how to bite the fellow humans.
Image processing and image developing are the two major functions that every human’s
mind does every second without realizing the consequences. Man thinks that he does
not bother about what he thinks and what he does. But that is not the truth. Every
word he receives and every word he speaks are accounted in his account by heavens.
The spiritual system is the memory domain that is eternal; only God can read and
retrieve all the information that has been processed with our freewill. Thus there is no
escape for any human from the judgment of God (Ecclesiastes 12:14).

Any developed image is a potential structure, which is capable of either restoring or
destroying the purity of eternal spiritual life. That’s why it is considered to be an action.
And every action is to be judged for its merit or demerit.
Corrupted behavioral system will consist of many developed images, which are wicked
in nature.

If a person keeps practicing such images then he is worshiping such images; they may be
any one the following or more.


Fornication



Pornography



Slander



Strife



Jealous



Proud thought



Faction



Fiction



Inward angry



Malice



Shameful speaking



Wrath (outward)

In the above cases there may not be any physical actions involved; but the images
developed would be potential to perform such actions; thus needs justification because
once, such an image is developed then it has already damaged the priceless Godly
system (Spiritual). Addiction is nothing but getting repeated interest in executing the
developed image; it is the regular worship to a sinful image. Satan or his demons would
partner with a man/or woman until they bring him/ or her to this state (addiction); after
that the trained professional (Human) will help his father to expand the kingdom of
darkness.

Sin multiplies and produces more sinners.
God has already judged the physical life; every physical system must perish one day. But
the spiritual life will be judged on God’s day.
3.2 Analog sin
When a digitally processed image is executed, the body becomes a place of idol
worshiping. Any wicked habit spoils the purity of the temple of God (human body). God
speaks to spirit of life and our spirit of life is rested in our heart. All other parts of our
body only will help this center of excellence for life to run it smoothly.

The physical action is the result of sustained processing of the sinful thought life. From
the Scriptures, we understand that the first son of first family became a killer by killing
his own brother (Genesis 4:8). The reason behind this is very interesting i.e. who to
receive the blessing from God; later humans used to have this kind of practice in their
6000 years of history; that is that who to receive the first honor of God. For this purpose,
we indeed fight among ourselves by showing the muscle and societal status in our
country; that is why peoples do not like to scrap the caste/color system still.
Anyhow sensible peoples can learn a lesson from this man, whose name was Cain and
his brother, who was killed, is Abel. God does not really want to differentiate any
human; God is impartial. Cain chose to work in the field and it was his selection; but
Abel became a shepherd. God did not see this as a basic issue. Our occupation has no
role in deciding where do we stand in God’s scale; because God reads our mind and
heart and examine our thoughts and stored actions accordingly in our spirit. When time
came for offering, Abel brought all the first born and the fat ones; so Abel honored God
by offering the innocent blood in his place, acknowledging himself as the sinner; in turn
God honored (blessed) him. In contrast, Cain did not really bother much to honor God;
of course he too brought offerings to God; but Cain did not offer the innocent blood as a
remission of his sinful life. Remember God sees our heart when we speak to Him. Thus
God did not want to honor an insincere (two‐faceted) person, who did not accept

himself as the disobedient of God’s principles. When his father and mother were
disobedient, how could Cain present himself to God as the obedient?

Now Cain became furious instead of repenting to God for his misbehavior. God spoke to
Cain after reading Cain’s sinful mind; because Cain was processing a dangerous plan of
killing his brother (digital sin). But he did not listen to the creator. In the world of
religions, peoples speak to non‐speaking personalities (gods and goddesses of the
earth); therefore they do not get a chance to realize their sins, when the sins are at a
digital stage. However, here Cain had a chance and also received the warning and
caution from God, the source of all life. When Cain knowingly went ahead with his evil
thought, Satan took control of his mind to terminate the first human’s life from the
planet earth. Satan tasted first time the human blood; and that had motivated him
further and further; today he does not need to influence any body’s mind because
peoples are ready to serve him voluntarily for the worthless fascinating desires he offers.
There are Cain kinds of people every where today killing, looting the fellow humans. The
origin for their physical actions (analog sins) is due to improper thought life. The
thought life can be corrected only with the help of God’s word (Scriptures).

Once the thought life is modulated (Spiritual Modulation) then
only our physical deeds will be righteous.
4.0 Motivation for idol worshiping


Basically idol worshiping in any form involves some physical substances with no
participation from the spiritual system. When we feed information into our mind
that is physical in nature (flesh related) then there is no possibility for the spirit
to be excited. For the spirit to be excited, one needs spiritual information; that is
the Word of God. Physical desires will wrongly motivate our spiritual life.



In places like India, we have lots of religious books, which will explain about so
much unbelievable information with hundreds of chapters. But the missing point

in all these word materials is the truth; the truth is that God is light. In some
books, cleverly this truth is introduced but carefully avoided not to practice
walking with light. They claim that a normal human (sinner) cannot worship the
God in their spirit to have His presence, which is light. God has recognized all of
us as sinners; so there is no one good. Therefore, we must accept this truth;
without trying, we have got convinced that no one can see God; yes no body can
see God through their naked eyes; but it is not required. We must worship God
in our spirit now in this physical life to see Him visually in heavens during our
eternal life. Wrong ideologies will wrongly motivate our mind.


When God is light, obviously His enemy lives in darkness; just the opposite side;
when God is the truth, then His enemy is a liar; when God is Holy, then His
enemy is unholy; when God is righteous, then His enemy is wicked; when God is
the creator of humans, then His enemy is the destroyer of humans. Now we can
understand why we have so many sufferings in our life. Every thing works on
some principles that we follow in our physical life; if we follow God’s principles
then we take His blessing in our spiritual life. Man made principles will wrongly
guide our spiritual life.



Humans must realize God’s enemy is our enemy too because God is our Father.
Today we may believe many stories and reject the truth; but no one can escape
from facing the righteous judgment of our heavenly Father. We are making the
business deal continuously with God’s enemy, who has been already judged
(John 16:11); he is also given already the eternal punishment; Satan knows his
destination. An accused will certainly misguide us.



Satan employs the following tactics to motivate human minds

 Physical emotions
 Self‐pride (caste, education, job, physical beauty etc)
 Sinful physical desires
 Separatism
 Virtual potentials

 False theory on birth, rebirth and eternity


Satan and his demons (fallen angels) are filled with the above thoughts; thus
they are cursed spiritual personalities; and were not permitted to live in
heavenly places; therefore they were thrown into hell (state of being in darkness
– ungodly). However, they possess these feelings that need physical bodies in
order to get executed. So they attract human mind; if a man or a woman yields,
then they will occupy that mind and corrupt it with all their corruptive thoughts.
This is how many corrupted thoughts had emerged in the past as well as
materialize today.



Biography and autography of some humans cannot be religious; they cannot
represent Godly system as they talk about sinful humans.



God is love; so He loves all the humans; at the time of creation, every life is pure
and kind; on the other hand Satan tries to turn that every human life into wicked
ways, making him/ or her to do unholy things.

By making humans sinners, Satan and demons are
temporarily surviving


But this cannot go on forever; on God’s day every good and bad will be brought
out into the light.

5.0 God and His qualities
Many humans conceptually accept that God is light; unfortunately they do not take any
step to receive that light into their heart.

The spirit of a man is the lamp of the LORD, Searching all the inner depths of his heart
(Proverbs 20:27).

The spirit of life stays in our heart and the Spirit of God (light) wants to dwell there so
that a communication link is established between us and God. If this link is made then
we worship the light; instead we are happy worshiping God created sun, moon and stars
or we light a lamp or candle because we see them in our naked eyes.
The qualities of God are immeasurable and uncountable; but to read and have a feel for
some of them in our mind, we have listed the core ones here.


God is love, lives in light (fundamental energy, omni potential)



Consuming spiritual personality (transforms back everything to fundamental
form)



Purest of pure (zero tolerance for sin: unrighteous thought and act)



Stand on truth and justice



Forgiver of mistakes (sins and iniquities) because He is graceful and merciful



Holy of Holy (no one can reach His Holiness)



He is patience, peace and thus eternal



He lives in praise, so He is happy and joy



He is the creator, provider and protector



He is faithful thus performs through His words (promises/covenants)



He is a spiritual personality with heart, soul, mind and spirits of every potentials



He directly communicates with our heart and mind through His Holy Spirit

The spirit of life (Man’s life) is the memory, information center, life center,
communication center; simply every thing for human. The worship must be done here.
Since man disobeyed God and did not like to live with light (Wisdom of God), he is not
permitted to see the face of the light that is glory of God; thus God has shown only His
grace and mercy to the sinners (disobedient). To receive God’s grace and mercy, we
need to be humble; thus to show our humbleness we close our eyes (those eyes that
saw the beauty of lust in the Garden of Eden) and kneel down in front of God’s glory.
God speaks to us through His words and anoint us with His Holy Spirit. This is not

imagination; we can feel His fire in our mind, heart and in the physical system. Innocent
and young ones (children) will hear His voices directly.

It is impossible for humans to visualize God by keeping all their prides and wicked
behaviors; so they have created their own faiths, religions, philosophies, and ways. But
there is an end to every thing and that is in the hands of God. God being the creator
decides the beginning and end to every living and non‐living things. His thoughts,
principles, time, and ways are not like humans; so as His words and deeds. The purpose
of humans’ creation is for them to worship the true God, the Father in heavens with full
heart, full mind, full soul, and full strength (Spirit) by humbly closing our eyes.

The moment we close our eyes, it becomes unnecessary to see
the sinful world and its material substance
6.0 Conclusion


Idol worshiping is a sinful act; a crime against the true living God, who is living in
an unapproachable light; light has no shape.



Every wicked thought and action, if continues will become part of our life then it
will be worshiped; pleasure takes over peace in such a life.



Images of humans, animals, birds and other creatures are idols, which cannot
represent the spiritual world; thus become the stumbling blocks for humans to
reach the true God.



Faith of anger, faith of vengeance, faith of proud, faith of self‐identity are all
false worships because faith without love cannot bring peace and love without
faith cannot be a spiritual worship.



A true worship is man to God relation; a true blessing is God to man relation. As
man betrayed God and broke this relation, he is now connected through the Son
of man Jesus Christ to God because God has accepted Jesus as His blessed Son.



Jesus Christ did not commit any mistakes (sins/iniquities) but took all our
spiritual punishments from God; and had undergone the physical sufferings from
God’s enemy (Satan) because He came to the world in flesh from heavens.
Therefore, God has accepted Him as the mediator, high priest, savior of the
world, King of Kings and Prince of peace; Jesus is God in flesh. So God must be
worshiped through Christ Jesus, who only has the eligibility to receive our
worships and honors for God.



No one will escape from God’s judgment on God’s day; remember our physical
life once terminated (physical death is positive to every one), we are ready to
face the judgment; till the resurrection (rise up in new life: our life gets a new
body) we (our life) all will be in rested state; that is a state of being in sleeping
mode; but the God’s judgment will lead us either to eternal life (Peace and joyful
state of living in light) or eternal death (weeping and sorrowful state of living in
darkness).

Jesus is our Lord and light of the world; through Him we
worship and serve the true God so that we become the
truthful worshipers of that living God to receive His eternal
life to live forever and ever in His light
Praise the Lord
Amen

